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Photo: American Solar Challenge 2012 award ceremony team photo shown with team
PrISUm holding Best Mechanical Design, Best Electrical Design, and 2nd Place awards
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Say Hello to Phaëton
Over the course of the

tolerances (60 degrees Celsius) as Hyperion but

last

Team

have a higher capacity (4KWh up from 3.5 KWh).

PrISUm has fully built and

Nearly the same solar cells from Hyperion will

designed one car and is

be used on Phaëton but will only cost 2/3rds the

currently designing anoth-

price due to a drop in solar-cell costs over the

er one. We have raced in

years. Phaëton will use the a new lighter Wave

3 races, attended count-

Sculptor motor controller (6000$ a piece) for con-

less outreach events and

verting DC to the 3-Phase AC signal that powers

have had over 100 new members walk in and out

the same NGM motor PrISUm has been using for

of our doors.

the last 15 years.

Team PrISUm is now on its 12th project, Phaëton:

This is where my personal perspective comes

A 3-wheeled space frame vehicle with a carbon

into this story. PrISUm, in reality, is split between

fiber body. The mechanical team set out to cre-

core members (those who try hard to make an

ate a thinner carbon fiber body and aluminum

impact or have been around awhile) and periph-

frame – decreasing our drag. The Electrical team

eral members (often new members who join the

set out to build a safer, more reliable electronic

team; learning and growing from the core mem-

design – adding ground isolation, ribbon connec-

bers). The magic of solar car is that you get to

tors, and enhanced battery module communica-

see people jump this band gap every semester.

tion. This new faster, lighter and higher capacity

Everyone who has been on the team has had

car surpasses its predecessor Hyperion and is

the chance to learn a little more about engineer-

going to be team PrISUm’s most competitive

ing, organizations and themselves. Myself, along

design yet.

with other directors, had the goal of facilitating
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2013-2014 Project Direcor
Logan Scott,
Senior in Computer Engineering

3

years,

this process as fast as possible. Now in the Fall
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Our energy storage has upgraded to new Boston-

semester of 2013, Phaëton will soon start taking

Power batteries. These feature the same heat

shape. Stay tuned in for our progress!

Mechanical
facts about
Phaëton

Mechanical
Update

12 inches shorter
body and 6 inches
thinner
Carbon fiber
construction to reduce body
weight by 50 pounds

Platinum: $10,000 and Above
Making Phaëton
“leaner, meaner, and
greener.”
Photo: John O’Grady milling Hyperion’s frame pickups

all systems with thousands of

is new and improved, with a

Added cockpit side
crumple zone in case
of side impact

the most robust mechanical

miles of testing behind them.

simple lever action replacing

New simplified active
fairing design doesn’t
use cables

20% less drag

designs Team PrISUm has

many feet of bike cable. The

ever created. It has proven

By building off the success of

active fairings allow for very

itself both on the road and on

Hyperion, we can be confi-

narrow airfoils when Phaëton is

the track; bringing home the

dent in the success of the new

driving straight and open up to

2012 ASC Mechanical Design

vehicle. But the comparisons

permit the wheels to turn when

Award. So it is no surprise that

stop there. Phaëton is leaner,

cornering.

Hyperion’s successor does not

meaner, and greener.

fall far from the tree when it
comes to mechanical systems.

College of Engineering

Government of the Student Body

Cardinal: $2,500 - $4,999
Central Iowa Power Cooperative

Benefactor: $1,000 - $2,499

Phaëton is more efficient than
The frame has been made

Hyperion on the road and

smaller and lighter, with a

can maintain a faster cruis-

After much deliberation, the

shorter wheelbase to improve

ing speed. When the top shell

team decided to keep the

handling. The heavy fiberglass

does come off, a simplified and

three-wheel, rear wheel drive

of the shell will be replaced

more intuitive latching system

configuration from P11. The

with lighter, stronger carbon

will allow the pit crew to quickly

aluminum space frame con-

fiber weave strengthened by

remove and re-secure the top

struction surrounded by an

integrated

shell.

aerodynamic wing, three fair-

body itself is shorter from nose

ings, and a canopy will be

to tail, much thinner and more

Overall,

recognizable to anyone familiar

streamlined than Hyperion.

improvements combined with

bulkheads.

The

with Hyperion.
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GSB

Gold: $5,000 - $9,999

Hyperion represents one of

6 inches shorter
wheel base to improve handleing

Thank You to Our Corporate Sponsors

the

mechanical

the upgraded electrical sysThese changes will result in a

tems, will bring our team to the

The double A-arm suspension

15% increase in efficiency at

next level.

in the front, swing arm style

cruising speed. The sides of

rear suspension, rack and pin-

the shell and the wheel fair-

We are gearing up for a more

ion/Ackerman steering system,

ings are optimized to ‘sail’ into

successful racing season, and

custom lightweight aluminum

crosswinds, reducing overall

with luck, Phaëton and Team

wheel rims, and fully redundant

drag by an additional 20% in

PrISUm will take home the

hydraulic brakes are all mak-

a 10mph crosswind. Our inno-

American Solar Challenge tro-

ing a return as well. These are

vative active fairing system

phy in 2014.

			

Evan Stumpges
$4000
Joe and LuAnn
Meyers
$1400
Evan and Julie
Hupp $820
Dwelle Family
Foundation, Inc.
$250
Doug & Sue Maass
$250
Dan Bell
$200

Sustainer: $500 - $999
(No Sponors)
Adopter: $499 and Below
		

Private Donors

Pat Noel
$200
Bryan Arnold - $100
Dee Dreeszen
$60
Nicol and David
Christianson - $30
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Upcoming
Outreach
events
Taking The Road
Less Travelled
Date:October24th
and 31st
Location: Prisum
Garage
Details:A tour promoting stem education geared towards
middle school and
high school aged
girls
National Campus
sustainabiltiy Day
Date:October 23rd
Location:ISU
Campus free speech
zone.
Details:An event
advocating green
practices and energy
Phoenix Mock race

Using Outreach to Inspire Students
As a team, we like to promote

Overal 3rd place
with 191 laps

that we are not just building a
solar car; we are inspiring and
building future leaders and engineers.

Throughout each project, we
attend and host a large variety of
Photo: Daniel Bell in timing booth during 2013 Formula Sun Gran Prix
(FSGP) at Circuit of Americas, Austin TX

outreach events. Many of these
are designed around Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM). As a team,

Spirit, Teamwork and Cooperation at FSGP

Photo: Paola Furlanetto discussing her role on solar car at the Taking
the Road Outreach event

we are primarily built around the

are never too young to start

events. Some of our larger

engineering field, but we are

dreaming.

annual events include the Ames

also able to fully integrate other
majors found at Iowa State.

Car Show, Bald Eagle Days,
One of our most common out-

Clubfest, and VIESHA. Often at

reach event activities is for

these events it is the first time for

In the same way, we are able to

teachers to bring their classes by

people seeing our car; reactions

inspire young minds who come

our facilities to tour our office and

very from wonder to amazement,

to see our car, no matter what

garage. These are fun events

but we always leave people with

they are interested in. It is a great

for the children and we are con-

something new to think about.

experience for team members

stantly impressed with the num-

to be at our outreach events

ber of questions they have and

Every event the team attends is

and see the wonder light up in

the depth of interest they show

a new learning experience for

children’s eyes. Seeing what a

in what we do.

the members. We will often have

couple of college students can

long conversations with random

do with a little free time and

In addition to our tours, we will

strangers about what it takes to

ingenuity shows them that they

often travel with the car to large

build something like our solar car
and we thrive as a team because
of these interactions.

Date:November 25th
Location:Hawkeye,
IA
Details:An event
demonstrating
Hyperion and
Donating Phoenix to
the Hawkeye
Economic Development Comitee
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Photo: Team members show off Hyperion during Engineering Week
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Awards From
FSGP 2013

I’m Dan Bell, a graduate student at

the 3.4 mile Circuit of the Americas

ISU, majoring in Human Computer

Formula 1 track. I also relayed infor-

Interaction. My duties on the team

mation about other teams - who

Most teams are from educational

are secondary to the main business

was gaining on us, who had broken

institutions, and have active out-

of designing, building, and racing a

down, and so forth. It was in this

reach campaigns. If they are like

solar car. Mostly I focus on building

booth that it really struck home that

Iowa State, they are non-profit

and representing the team.

this race is a marathon, not a sprint.

institutions and are dedicated to

This race is about endurance - the

community service. New teams are

Last June I attended the 2013

heat, the stress on the car, drivers

forming, even in high schools. One

Formula Sun Grand Prix with Team

cramped in little cockpits, pit crews

US high school team is racing in

PrISUm. I spent much of my time

with nothing to do for hours then

this year’s World Solar Challenge

taking photos, making food, running

suddenly faced with a major break-

in Australia.

to various parts stores, and helping

down - nobody could survive unless

people cope with the record-break-

they worked as a team.

ing heat of Austin in July. This was

dard for themselves.

All teams proceed on the support of
their communities, and return that

my first race, and no amount of look-

Competition took place out on

investment beyond financial mea-

ing at pictures and video or hearing

the track. Cooperation was what

sure. The world-wide community of

stories could have impressed upon

I found in the racing pits, the

solar car racing has its roots in

me the importance what may sim-

garages, around the BBQ grill, and

cooperative competition dating back

ply appear to be a bunch of young

in the hearts of all those pres-

to the 1980’s. Over the last 25+

people with fancy electric cars. I had

ent. Recruiters and representatives

years, thousands of people have

to experience it for myself.

from universities and corporations

participated in FSGP and similar

from around the world were pres-

events. Solar car racing continues

I spent about half of the race up

ent. They were drawn not just by an

to influence another generation of

in the timing booth along with one

exciting race, but by the people that

leaders built through cooperation.

member of each team acting as the

made it happen, people who distin-

Successful particpants will ultimate-

“eye in the sky”. I relayed official

guish themselves by going beyond

ly spend their lives paying their

information to our team regarding

the expectations of their teachers

experience forward to others. This

our progress along each segment of

and families and set a higher stan-

is the true reward for all who have

Cory Anderson won
fastest lap for the
3rd year in a row
with 4:42 seconds
around the 3.4
mile Circuit of the
Americas.
Cory Anderson also
won fastest egress
(emergency escape
from a vehicle) with
just over 5 seconds
to release his safety
gear and clear the
car.
Moriah Morgan won
fastest slalom test
course in just 8.4
seconds.

Awards from
ASC 2012
2nd Place - American
Solar Challenge 2012
2nd Place - Forumula
Sun Grand Prix 2012
Best Electrical &
Mechanical Design
awards for ASC 2012
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Stay up to date
with the team

Starting off Strong for Fundraising
As we begin a new year, with

the cells for our array.

new goals, we want to thank

TeamPrISUm

efficient, and almost 15 years
old. We are looking to acquire

our sponsors who helped make

We also want to thank Iowa

two, which come at a cost of

2013 a success.

Energy Center who consistently

$20,000.

value our project and support us

http://www.flickr.com
/photos/prisum

Cash donations from sponsors

each year with a generous grant

These new motors will give us

like Boeing, Alliant Energy and

donation. This goes a long way

greater efficiency, more torque,

Central Iowa Power Co-op help

to cover the cost of our active

and the assurance that we will

us cover our monthly expenses,

outreach education initiative.

stay competitive for years to

costs of developing our circuit
boards, and the extensive cost

Our goals for this year are large-

We know that this team will

of caring for the team while on

ly centered around getting the

always strive to be a top tier

the race.

body and suspension fabricated

competitor in solar car racing

and getting our car in working

and it is all possible because of

Product donations, like the

order. Additionally we have a

the amazing sponsors and sup-

foam donated to us by Coastal

special initiative to raise funds

porters we have.

Enterprises to make our molds

to purchase two new motors.

@Team_PrISUm

TeamPrISUm:
ISU Solar Car team

come.

and the software licenses we

So from all of us at Team

received from Autodesk, which

In the year following the comple-

PrISUm, I want to wish each

are imperative to our design

tion of the Phaëton project, the

and every one of you a huge

phase, are the life blood of this

American Solar Challenge will

thank you and promise that we

team.

only allow four-wheeled cars.

will always work hard to make

Our current motor is heavy, less

you proud!

Our

support

from the university is also key.
Besides the obvious value of the
facility we work
with,

donations

from the College
of
and

Engineering
our

Government

own
of

the Student Body
helps us with our
larger expenses,
like race fees and

Electrical
Update

15% increase Battery Pack Capacity
(Boston Swing 5300
over 4400)

New members and
new equipment
Photo: Jon Bauer soldering during an electrical team meeting

Our biggest challenge this

be even better.

year is isolating the power sys-

Embedded programming tutorials, printed circuit board lay-

tems in the car. This means

We are waiting for parts to

out, and soldering lessons have

a change must be made in

come in for testing our new

been the main topics for the

multiple boards to separate the

motor controller. It is a waves-

first few Electrical meetings. We

battery pack’s ground from the

culptor 22 by Tritium and was

built a team wiki to start storing

car’s ground. By separating

shipped from Australia for us to

all of our in-house information

the grounds, we’re significantly

use in Phaëon. The wavesculp-

about boards and car designs

decreasing the risk of high volt-

tor is around 9 pounds lighter

so that we can easily share

age shock.

compared to our old motor con-

the information with the team,

troller.

future members of the team,

We’re also updating several

and possibly external teams

boards, such as the motor con-

We’ve seen a great influx of

troller board and powersense,

new members this year so

to make them compatible with

keeping them involved is a top

the new motor controller and

priority.

someday.

increase accuracy. We’re very

Added in-car CAN
data logging and
USB port to
telemetry board for
easy hookup
20 mV decrease in
battery measurement
error and increased
shock safety due to
ground separation
Ribbon cables replaced all errorprone pin connectors
to battery module
boards for higher
reliabilty
Hall Effect sensor
based power measurement has 10X
the
sensitivity and 1/50th
of the power loss
over shunt resistor
based power measurement

close to ordering the first revisions of these boards. As these
critical systems are completed,
we’ll be moving on to secondary objectives such as a datalogging board.
Hyperion’s electrical
system has been our best performing system yet. By basing
Phaëton’s electrical system off
the success of Hyperion’s and
making a few minor improvements, we think Phaëton’s will
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Electrical facts
about Phaëton

Photo: NGM EVC -096 Motor Controller (top) compared
to WaveSculptor 22 Motor controller (bottom).
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